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Abstract

ing have not been systematically leveraged in the design
of security systems despite the documentation of the importance of individual home users’ decisions. For example, malware infections have significantly increased
during recent years [28, 3]. Several defensive options
have been made available to online users, but the overall percentage of systems being regularly patched is still
low [15]. According to a vulnerability report published
by Qualys [26], 80% of known security vulnerabilities
were found in their scan of more than 40 million IPs;
nearly half of IPs had unpatched critical vulnerabilities.
Consider the following example. Everyone would
benefit were there no spam. However, even if an individual ensures that her own machine is not part of a
botnet, then she still will not see a decrease in spam received. The marginal benefit will be either entirely or at
least overwhelmingly to other spam targets in the aggregate. People thus do not feel obligated to invest the time,
accept the possibility of lack of compatibility when applying patches, or risk unwanted DRM installations that
are a component of patching just to protect some indeterminate strangers from a marginal increase in spam. Incentive aligned design is a chronic problem [2].
Therefore, we propose an innovative approach to enhance the overall investment in security by incorporating peer production and crowdsourcing in security design and implementation. Essentially, we propose designing for communities and social networks instead of
relying on the software adoption of individual users. We
propose that peer production could to some extent address incentives such that each participating individual
values contribution and therefore improves the level of
security for an entire community. We organize the paper
as follows: Sections 2 and 3 review relevant notions in
peer production and crowdsourcing, respectively. Section 4 describes how security systems could be designed
for self-organized communities with peer production or
crowdsourcing. Section 5 illustrates a high-level instantiation of crowdsourcing for mitigating the insider threat.

Peer production and crowdsourcing have been widely
implemented to create various types of goods and services. Although successful examples such as Linux and
Wikipedia have been established in other domains, experts have paid little attention to peer-produced systems
in computer security beyond collaborative recommender
and intrusion detection systems. In this paper we present
a new approach for security system design targeting a
set of non-technical, self-organized communities. We argue that unlike many current security implementations
(which suffer from low rates of adoption), individuals
would have greater incentives to participate in a security community characterized by peer production. A specific design framework for peer production and crowdsourcing are introduced. One high-level security scenario (on mitigation of insider threats) is then provided as
an example implementation. Defeating the insider threat
was chosen as an example implementation because it has
been framed as a strictly (and inherently) firm-produced
good. We argue that use of peer production and crowdsourcing will increase network security in the aggregate.
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Introduction

Peer production is considered as an effective solution to
generate goods and services. Take Wikipedia as an example. Instead of hiring professionals in different fields,
contents of this online encyclopedia are composed by a
large number of volunteers. Although contributors do
not receive any form of monetary payment, this influential online service has covered articles in far more areas
than many professional encyclopedias.
Crowdsourcing is a popular approach for firms that
want to outsource the production of goods and services.
Crowdsourcing can attract a scale of expertise heretofore not readily accessible to firms. By crowdsourcing
products to other entities, a firm can potentially lower the
costs of production and increase satisfaction rates among
the consumers [1]. Peer production and crowdsourc1

vices share bookmarks [22], movies [25], and music [9]
ratings among online social network members.
Currently, there are a few security designs that incorporate the notion of peer production. For example, Wu
et al. have proposed a collaborative intrusion detection
scheme in which observations from different detectors
are aggregated. With the help of peer production, the
accuracy of intrusion detection alerts could be significantly improved [31]. As malicious websites proliferate, Camp et al. have designed the NetTrust system [5]
in which individual website blacklists are uploaded and
shared among members in several constructed online
communities. Participants could benefit from personalized browsing advice from their friends who have visited
the same websites before, and receive professional suggestions from a trusted security organization. Moore et
al. have considered the wisdom of crowds in detecting
phishing sites [23].

Section 6 summarizes our contributions and concludes
the paper.
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Related Work: Peer Production

Instead of production by the firm, peer production relies
on participants in self-organizing communities. Contributors to peer production are not necessarily experts in a
specific field; in fact, any individual in the general public
may participate [12]. Successful products or online services such as Linux, Wikipedia and SourceForge are all
examples of peer production. The notion of commonsbased peer production or social production [30] was defined by Dr. Yochai Benkler in his work Coase’s Penguin, or Linux and the Nature of the Firm [4]. While it
is clear that not all goods or services may be produced
through peer production, Benkler identified the advantages of peer production, which partially lie in the better alignment of available resources with suitable individuals (human capital). It was also documented that
modularity, granularity, and low cost of integration are
three major requirements of a successful peer production
project.
While the creation of many products or services could
be modular to some extent, there still exist a considerable
number of processes that are atomic. Modular processes
are those that can be broken into discrete components;
each one succeeding or failing independently of others.
Atomic processes are those which cannot be broken into
individual components but are indivisible entities. Some
challenges, such as those posed by creating accounts in
a firm may not admit of a peer produced solution. Peer
production may, however, be applied to several security
measures such as patching individual systems. Granularity is another important requirement for peer production. That is, the challenge needs to be of a scale appropriate to apply peer production. As an example, peerproduced solutions such as PGP allows authentication
by aggregating individual claims. The integration cost
could also become a barrier when evaluating the possibility of peer production. For successful open source software developments, documents describing module functionalities and interfaces are highly valued.
Popular social networking websites such as Facebook,
Twitter, Flickr, and LinkedIn generate their contents
mainly through peer production (personal updates) from
account holders. In addition to the functionality of communication, peer production is also commonly utilized in
resource recommendations. As Google’s ‘+1’ button being widely integrated into millions of webpages, Google
Plus users can quickly identify recommended online articles marked by their friends. Furthermore, the top-rated
news stories always display on the first page of the social
news website Digg1 . Other reputation-based web ser-
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Related Work: Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing is an approach for firms to outsource
the production of goods or services to an undefined
set of entities [13]. Crowdsourcing is distinct from
peer production because while production is distributed
there is a single organizing firm. Crowdsourcing has
also been utilized by government agencies to complete
tasks [10]. Another distinction between peer production
and crowdsourcing is that the contributor(s) of crowdsourcing could be an individual, another firm, or a number of people (as in peer production) as noted by Jeff
Howe, a key contributor to the notion of crowdsourcing [14].
Firms can lower the cost on content composition by integrating materials submitted by individual participant(s)
via crowdsourcing. This yields the further benefit of reflecting greater swathes of public opinion as compared
to content created only by firms or the government [1].
There are, however, potential risks created by crowds.
For example, the Chevy Tahoe online ad contest [7] is
most notable for its humorous satirical advertisements.
This crowdsourcing practice has clearly diverged from
the original purpose of the firm. Attackers use crowds as
well. It has been reported that crowds can coordinate to
create malware. Currently spam and malware appear to
be both firm produced [17] and quite capable of leveraging social networks [19, 16].
Intuitively, the above description seems to imply that
goods and services would always be produced at a lower
price when firms choose to contract them out to other
suppliers. This viewpoint, however, overlooks other potential costs of outsourcing (e.g. cost for integration).
There are several industries (e.g. aeronautics, medical
equipments) in which accuracy and provenance are critical. In that case, firms or organizations need to evaluate

1 http://www.digg.com
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the benefit of including crowdsourcing against potential
loss from outsourcing a product or service. Economist
Ronald H. Coase explained the conditions of the emergence of firms in his work, The Nature of the Firm [8].
Additionally, the notion of division of labor was described by Scottish philosopher Adam Smith with the
famous example of a pin factory [27]. The strength
and benefits of firm-produced security are illustrated in
successes and shortcomings of production by firms and
crowds respectively. Security conceptions of security as
a private good with externalities [6] has not resulted in
adequate public adoption, nor have approaches which
consider security as a public good [29] or security as a
common-pool resource [24].
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cost of system maintenance, but also enables security to
be achieved more efficiently. Additionally, since a peer
production community is not managed or enforced by a
firm or an organization, it can potentially create a higher
incentive for participants to contribute to their communities.
5. Limit size and number of communities as appropriate. From an economic perspective, determining the
correct size of a community is a necessary component
for the maximization of social welfare [24]. Intuitively,
an individual would have a higher incentive to contribute
to a community if he or she knows the rest of the members. Further, while a larger community may mean a
larger knowledge base, it may also lead to a higher probability of including a malicious member. Indeed, a small
number of participants may already be sufficient to cover
the majority of group knowledge; according to a previous
study on browsing history of homogeneous undergraduate students, a randomly selected group of 10 students
could cover 95% of the distinct websites visited by over
1K students [11]. Self similarity (i.e., homophily) can be
leveraged in system design and should at least be considered in step 2. Self similarity occurs on the scale of the
individual, that is an individual’s behavior on one day is
best predicted by that same individual’s behavior on previous days. Self similarity also occurs in self-selected
groups, as individuals tend to join groups with congenerous others.
6. Make community reputation visible. That is,
each community member should be able to distinguish a
reputable individual from another individual with lower
reputation. Intuitively, this visibility would potentially
incentivize community members to build their reputations by contributing to communities. Provable exportable reputations are not part of this work.
7. Implement usable interaction to enable mitigation. That is, make clear and simple detection and mitigation actions such that specific solutions are defined for
each potential undesirable participant behavior. For instance, once a vulnerable machine is discovered through
system scans, it receives and applies a patch. The machine could also be isolated from the rest of the network
until the recovery process has completed. In an insider
threat scenario, employees could be notified by system
warnings and assisted by wizards.

Designing for Peers & Crowds

In this section we identify seven steps to build a successful peer-produced or crowdsourced security solution. In
Section 5 we describe a more complete instantiation using peer production and crowdsourcing.
1. Identify specific threat leverage points. Thousands of known security threats exist and new threats are
reported daily. System design in any case must begin
with a clear security goal that addresses one or more security threats. For instance, end users and Internet service providers (ISPs) would take diverse countermeasures to stop spam emails. This is a fundamental condition for a successful system design, since targeting different types of threats may involve distinct assumptions
and hypotheses.
2. Make the desired behavior explicit. Once specific security threats and design contexts have been fixed,
clear definition of the desired human behavior is the next
requirement. For example, prompt system patching has
been documented to be the most effective way to reduce
the number of machines vulnerable to threats [18]. In
the scenario of e.g. mitigation of insider threats, the desired behavior would be to avoid access to sensitive information. Our proposed security instantiation in Section 5
promotes contributing to communities as another desired
behavior.
3. Define parameters of acceptable behavior and
reputation. That is, a reputation component needs to
be built to indicate ratings of community members based
on their previous security-related activities. Reputation
could also be used in determining the necessity of recovery. For example, suppose a community member
is blocked from accessing the network once ten spam
emails are sent from his IP address. In this simplified
anti-spam mechanism, 10 is the parameter for reputation
and acceptable behavior.
4. Enable communities to self-organize. Selforganization is a crucial component to peer production.
This organizational structure should not only lower the
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New Instantiation of Security

Insider threats have become one of the major sources of
cyber-attacks. However, there is also lack of efficient defensive solutions against such threats. Unlike prevention
of attacks from outside a network, purely technical approaches have either limited effects or degrade the overall user experience. In this section we briefly review previous research on budget-based access control, one of
3

the proposed solutions to solve the insider threat problem, and then offer an innovative upgrade to this framework based on crowdsourcing. Here we conceive of the
risk budget as functioning both as organizational feedback and an employee’s reputation.

5.1

graded design is not merely an extension of previous
research. Instead, we identify different contexts of the
threats and build an innovative approach based on selforganized communities. Even with the risk budget mechanism originally introduced in the previous framework,
we have significantly modified the process of implementation, enforcement and execution to fit in the new design. The new design does not focus only on a firm, but
on a self-selected community of individuals who regularly interact. Any potentially risky action from a security perspective may be considered as threats, especially
those affecting community members (e.g. virus-infected
email, traveler in despair scams). To design a budgetbased access control in a community, the group or the
firm may set aggregate risk. That is, the group defines
norms of community behavior. This will require some
peer production for risk pricing for behaviors or topdown definitions of risk. Notice that the selection of the
budget does not need to require the calculus of risk; and
a simple interaction can provide a sense of risk-averse to
risk-seeking.
Employees may be initially assigned to groups or selfselect. One possible approach would be assigning homogeneous individuals to the same group. The advantage of this approach is that each group member will utilize roughly the same percentage of the aggregate budget. The threat of assigned groups is that negative social
interactions create perverse incentives. In other words,
since homogeneous individuals are not necessarily good
friends, group members may have few incentives to contribute to security in the community. Alternatively, communities could be self-organized by their members. That
is, group members could invite other individuals in their
social networks to join their community.
Generally, each individual with the same tasks will be
allocated the same risk budget at the beginning of each
risk budget period. The risk budget and point balance for
a given individual do not change when an individual joins
or leaves a group. Similar to the previous firm-based approach, some quantity of risk points are deducted from an
individual’s budget each time an action is taken. Exhaustion of an individual’s risk budget may lead to warnings,
damage to one’s reputation, or exclusion from the community. If a careless insider or malicious insider have
been invited to a group in which other individuals are
inadvertent, there is a strong incentive to exclude that
person or police his or her potential risky behaviors. By
“police” we refer to enforcing social norms [20] or the
threat of exclusion from the community.
Another effort in our design to enhance the overall
level of security is to make individual and group reputations visible to a wider audience, i.e. a crowd. Specifically, the balance of an individual’s risk points could
be an important indicator of one’s former risk-averse be-

Budget-Based Access Control

In previous work, Liu et al. proposed an access control
framework for a firm [21]. “Insiders” refer to the employees who have been granted privileges to access some
kind of sensitive information (e.g. financial data, human
resources data) because of their positions or duties. It is
difficult to prevent individuals from abusing the access
privileges since a computer application could not automatically distinguish between an ordinary data access
and an unnecessary and/or threatening access. With the
risk budget, appropriate incentives are provided to each
individual with data access privileges so that individual
incentives align with organizational interests. Note that
incentives are not equivalent to rewards: negative actions (e.g. warning, reduction in wages, demotion) could
also be parts of individual incentives. Liu et al. identify the following types of insiders: 1) Inadvertent individuals who do not perform actions that are potentially
risky; 2) Careless insiders who perform some risky actions, but not intentionally; 3) Malicious insiders who
perform risky actions intentionally and may affect other
community members; and 4) Malicious outsiders who
have subverted one or more machine(s) of the community to obtain insider status and privileges.
The core component to this access control framework
is the risk budget mechanism. That is, potential risks
to a firm are measured by risk points. At the beginning
of a risk budget period, the company calculates its overall risk budget, and allocates it to individuals for whom
access to sensitive information are needed. Each data access operation is marked with a price in risk points, and
results in a deduction of risk point(s) from an individual
risk budget. Individuals with a certain risk budget would
therefore evaluate the necessity of their actions according, in fact, to organizational risk. Insufficient risk point
will lead to refusal of access control requests. However,
few exceptions could be made upon an employee’s request. By monitoring the individual risk budget, a company could reward an employee with a higher risk point
balance; employees with zero or negative balance would
be subject to a review of their data access or to some form
of punishment.

5.2

The Insider Threat

While previous budget-based access control frameworks
have been designed for a firm, we propose that the mechanism of a risk budget could be migrated to crowdsourcing designs to further improve its efficacy. This up4

haviors. Essentially, we argue that the total risk budget
balance and balance of other group members’ points be
made visible. This approach leverages social norms and
a commonly shared desire not to harm one’s employer.
The previous approach not only promotes compliance to
norms by individuals according to policy, but also enables the identification of malicious groups.
Another challenge of this community-based design is
to identify a potential malicious individual from other
community members while preserving individual privacy. This is solvable with sharing risk point aggregates between groups. This approach requires that each
group releases the amount of its budget that has been
used to other groups. It is given as a percentage of overall group budget. (Different groups have different baselines.) Imagine that Alice, Bob and Carol are in an inadvertent community A (category 1), while Eve is in a
careless or malicious community B (category 2 or 3). Although Eve’s point balance is not released to Alice (they
are not in the same group), Eve would still be a suspicious person since Alice knows that members in group B
have a lower point balance on average. Therefore, even
if insiders of categories 2 and 3 may choose to group together, they can still be quickly identified.
For a stronger framework, groups could share aggregate as well as individual risk budgets. So if Alice, Bob
and Carol are in one group, when Alice goes over she
begins to exhaust the points available to Bob and Carol.
This would be appropriate when Bob and Carol have
some persuasive power of influence over Alice. For example, in environments where peer evaluation is a component of professional evaluation (e.g., faculty members
or Microsoft Research).
To summarize, the roles of the parties are as follows.
1) The organization selects the cost of each risk-creating
action, provides identity management for individuals,
and sets aggregate goals. 2) The employees implicitly
set risk aggregates for employee classification through
their longterm risk behaviors; e.g. normal is defined
by longterm employee behavior. This is crowdsourced
production. 3) The employees in each group limit risktaking by group members via setting norms, individual
or group reputations, or policing through aggregate budgets. This is peer production. We argue our proposed
framework could significantly mitigate insider threats.
Given appropriate incentives (e.g. risk points), the inadvertent individuals would stay benign, careless insiders would stop potential risky behaviors when a warning is generated from the reputation system (e.g. deduction of risk points), and the budgets of malicious insiders and machines controlled by malicious outsiders
might decrease more significantly than normal members
and could therefore be easily identified. This also potentially resolves the problem of determining potential co-

operating parties after a malicious insider is located. The
new design also eliminates detailed monitoring by firms
or organizations if it is implemented in a firm environment. We do not address enforcement but argue that software and hardware options are available. For example,
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) may play an enforcement role to prevent administrator tampering. For example, system administrators could be assigned to the same
group, in this way that their behaviors can be monitored
and policed more effectively. One rough system administrator could be easily detected. (Although a firm with
entirely hostile administrators is unlikely to be helped by
any design we have developed.) At the least, the sharing
of aggregates within a group would make tampering by
administrators visible to multiple people, and therefore
more likely to be detected.
As future work, we propose three sets of experiments.
First we will choose a single function, i.e. access control, and develop the risk pricing to illustrate the feasibility of order-of-magnitude risk pricing. Second, we will
examine different communications methods to communicate the risk balance to the individual. We will then
test and improve this communication, expanding on the
user experiments conducted by Liu et al. [21]. Third,
after we have determined that the underlying budget and
the interaction are feasible, we will examine the peer production components. Our tentative experimental design
begins with two sets of participants. They are divided
into groups by self-joining and passive assignment methods. For each set, we require the participants to complete
identified tasks in the lab (i.e., tasks associated with risk
points). Individual and group risk budgets are shown
to participants as described in our design above. The
response of the participants (e.g., whether to complete
a task with a risk point reduction or not to complete a
task) will reflect the efficacy of this peer-centered design. We hope to follow this with an improved design
and longterm experiments of normal use; the first with a
student population, the second in a workplace.
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Conclusion

As malware infections proliferate, computer security
measures such as regular system scans, patching, and
recovery services continue to be underutilized by end
users. In this paper, we propose that security solutions
could alternatively be designed for a number of selforganized communities. We explain our design method
through detailed instructions concerning the design of
a security system based on peer production and crowdsourcing. A high-level instantiation on the mitigation of
insider threat has also been described as a proof of our
proposed concept. We argue that investment in security
can be increased if security solution designs are based on
peer-produced communities rather than on hyper-rational
5

or altruistic individuals.
We enumerate the necessary conditions for system design. We provide a design example, albeit one that must
be tested and built in situ for validation.
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